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Chart 1 

KEY POINTS: 

• Sterling sinks as Johnson warns of no deal into negotiations 

• BoC again distances itself from October MPR... 

• ...and speaks to two-tailed policy options 

• US UofM, producer prices due out 

• Light overnight 
 

TODAY’S NORTH AMERICAN MARKETS 

Off-calendar risk (US stimulus talks, Brexit headlines etc) will dominate market 

drivers if anything does through the overnight session into the end of the week. 

Nothing by way of global calendar-based risks will matter. The EU Summit into 

tomorrow took on less significance with the punting of final, final, really, this time 

it’s final Brexit talks to Sunday and how this time they really, really, absolutely, 

no kidding this time, absolutely must arrive at a decision. Or not. Or maybe. Or 

maybe the deadline gets gamed, or maybe the translators and lawyers crafting 

the legal text have to do their best Bob Cratchit impressions and work through 

Christmas and New Year's. Or it may be that we’ve simply arrive at a point of 

irreconcilable differences with the EU perhaps not as sensitive to UK 

sovereignty matters while the UK may not quite get that the EU needs to make 

the divorce terms difficult enough to set an example for all other members. 

• The gilts curve outperformed everyone’s today as 2s richened by 3–4bps 

and the longer end rallied by about 6bps. US Ts were in second place as 

the long end rallied 6bps and the front-end rallied 1bp. Canada’s curve 

underperformed the US at 10s and 30s and matched the US front-end’s 

performance. 

• Oil prices rallied 3% in terms of both WTI and Brent. 

• Equities were mixed as US tech stocks drove the Nasdaq up ½% while the 

S&P slipped a tenth. Toronto was up about ¼%. European bourses ranged 

from a drop of just over ½% in Spain to a rise of about ½% in London on 

sterling’s drop. 

• Speaking of sterling, it fell another ¾% today. Since the intra-day peak of 

about one week ago, sterling has dropped by 1.8% to the dollar and it led 

the weakest crosses today. CAD was among the stronger currencies on the 

back of oil prices and straight through Beaudry’s talk. 

I found BoC Deputy Governor Paul Beaudry’s speech and press 

conference to be insightful and worth reviewing by clients (here). Parts of it 

can be skipped right over by an audience that is comprised of experienced BoC 

watchers, but there were several parts of his written and spoken comments that 

yielded further insight into what the BoC is thinking at this juncture. His 

performance today makes him a fine candidate among others for Senior Deputy 

Governor in my view. 
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For starters, Beaudry further hinted at how the October MPR forecasts are likely stale in the following paragraph with 

emphasis added. This builds upon my interpretation of how yesterday’s statement placed emphasis upon “In our October 

projection” rather than reaffirming those forecasts to be a present view. 

"What we do know today is that Canada’s economic recovery will continue to require extraordinary monetary policy 

support. We have been clear that we will hold our policy rate at its effective lower bound until economic slack is absorbed, 

so that the 2 percent inflation target is sustainably achieved. As of our October MPR, that doesn’t happen until into 

2023. We have not yet done a full analysis of all new information to shift that assessment." [emphasis added.] 

Beaudry spoke in balanced fashion to what the BoC could do if it either encountered upside or downside risks and 

deliberately noted that the Bank is “prepared to respond in either direction.” They are speaking more candidly toward 

bidirectional risks which is an indication the BoC feels it is largely done and in observing mode now  while waiting for 

clearer evidence of the direction of major risks.  

Here is what Beaudry said they could do if things really deteriorated further and note that he downplayed negative rates: 

"Should things take a more persistent turn for the worse, we have a range of options at our disposal to provide additional 

monetary stimulus. This could include increasing the stimulus power of our QE program, or it could involve targeting 

specific points in the yield curve, otherwise known as yield-curve control. It could also include reassessing the effective 

lower bound, which would allow for the possibility of a lower—but still positive—policy rate. In theory, negative interest 

rates remain in the Bank’s tool kit. But we’ve been clear that, barring a dramatically different set of circumstances, we 

don’t think negative rates would be productive in a Canadian context." 

Beaudry’s press conference indicated that further maturity extension of purchases in a downside risk scenario would be 

more likely than raising purchase targets in aggregate. Beaudry’s press conference remarks added further colour to his 

comments on evaluating the effective lower bound. He said “We are trying just to reassess, maybe it still is the right level to keep 

markets functioning” after describing 0.25% back in March/April as necessary to keep markets functioning and “it’s not something 

that’s at the forefront yet. It’s just a possibility among the different tools that we have.” As a caution to those who draw an RBA 

parallel, not that the A$ has continued to appreciate by about 4% to the USD since the RBA cut by 15bps to 0.1% such that any 

clear influence on currency strength is at best de minimis relative to far more dominant drivers. The reflation trade’s lifting of 

commodities has perhaps led to generally sensible CAD and A$ appreciation that shouldn’t be counter-acted by modest sized 

central banks with very limited ability to affect their currencies. 

Nevertheless, what the BoC has not been clear about over time is where they view the effective lower bound. Recall that in 

December 2015 the review of policy options defined the ELB to be -0.5% with negative rates in the toolkit. That lasted until March 

of this year when former Governor Poloz ruled out negative rates and then in the April statement redefined the ELB to be +0.25%. 

Governor Macklem’s May 1st press conference said negative rates were in the toolkit but yes the ELB was +0.25% and has signed 

off on statements saying +0.25% ever since. Negative rates cannot theoretically be in the toolkit as long as the BoC views the ELB 

to be positive. The ELB is supposed to be the theoretical lower limit below which the risks to pushing rates lower outweigh the 

benefits. At +0.25% or even if it’s 0.1% but still positive, the BoC is saying anything lower would risk greater risk than reward. It 

makes no sense to say negative rates are a theoretical option if the ELB is positive; at a minimum, the BoC should be asked to 

explain how the two notions can co-exist. I wouldn’t reassess this again at this juncture if I were them unless they are prepared to 

risk being pushed into negative territory by market pricing given that market participants probably view anything further that they’d 

say on the topic with skepticism. Unless they really truly think it’s worth it, then let sleeping dogs lie. 

He also said this about what they could do in an upside risk scenario which is the one I’m leaning toward over the 6–24 

month horizon that overlaps with the traditional monetary policy horizon: 

“What about options for responding to the upside? The faster people get vaccinated and more people get back to work in 

contact-sensitive sectors, the more quickly the recovery could unfold. Such an outcome would be welcome news. In that 

context, we may need to re-examine the amount of stimulus needed to achieve our inflation target. Earlier in my speech, I 

illustrated how we could withdraw stimulus from our QE program when the time comes.” 
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Beaudry also poured cold water on using the QE program to overshoot the target inflation range (but not on working the 

range…). The BoC’s strategic review of its framework is ongoing. 

“But rest assured we will not overuse QE and overshoot our 1 to 3 percent target range for inflation. The exit strategy for 

our QE program is tied to our inflation goals.” 

In discussing with clients, I have expressed the view that the order of operations and timing for BoC actions going forward when 

judged with information regarding the outlook that we presently have available is as follows: 

• First, stand pat with stimulus measures; 

• Start further tapering of GoC bond purchases — 2021H1; 

• End GoC bond purchases — 2020Q4/2021Q1; 

• Output gap shuts — mid-2022; 

• Headline and core inflation back on target — 2022H2; 

• Hike — mid- to late-2022. 

All of that timing winds up being earlier than they guided at the October MPR which they are indicating to be a stale assessment 

now anyway. It is all consistent with the loose order of ops the BoC has guided which is to keep buying until “the recovery is well 

underway” but stop well before the gap shuts and then hike when they think inflation is durably on target. When they stop buying, it 

likely won't be cold turkey, rather than gradually backing away through further reductions and communication well in advance. I 

view the output gap framework as dominant to the BoC in determining the timing of steps over issues like shares of the bond 

market. The closure of the output gap is probably going to happen earlier than the BoC anticipates with chart 1 showing this 

around mid-2022.  

OVERNIGHT MARKETS 

Overnight releases will be very light. Peru’s central bank is expected to stand pat at 0.25% (6pmET) and Italian industrial 

production for way back in October is unlikely to cause any tectonic plates to shift (4amET).  

TOMORROW’S NORTH AMERICAN MARKETS 

Nothing on tomorrow’s calendar is likely to be impactful to the broad market tone. US markets will consider consumer confidence 

and producer prices. 

US producer prices in November (8:30amET) probably continued to crawl along little changed in year-ago terms and weighted 

down by commodities, while prices ex-food and energy may have accelerated somewhat.  

US UofM sentiment for December (10amET) will be a bit of a warm up for the Conference Board’s consumer confidence measure 

on December 22nd. Confidence had fallen the prior month as the second wave of COVID-19 cases increased, but it’s uncertain 

whether ir keeps falling on rising COVID-19 cases or whether vaccines buoy confidence or at least help to set a floor.  

Mexico updates industrial production for October (7amET) which should have about the same impact as Italy’s overnight update.   
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Fixed Income

Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk

U.S. 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.39 0.40 0.39 0.91 0.94 0.91 1.63 1.69 1.65 Canada - BoC 0.25

CANADA 0.26 0.27 0.26 0.46 0.47 0.46 0.74 0.75 0.74 1.28 1.30 1.26

GERMANY -0.77 -0.77 -0.74 -0.79 -0.79 -0.75 -0.60 -0.61 -0.56 -0.19 -0.18 -0.14 US - Fed 0.25

JAPAN -0.13 -0.12 -0.11 -0.12 -0.11 -0.10 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.62 0.63 0.65

U.K. -0.12 -0.08 -0.05 -0.08 -0.04 0.00 0.20 0.26 0.32 0.74 0.81 0.89 England - BoE 0.10

CANADA 12 12 11 7 7 7 -17 -19 -17 -35 -39 -39 Euro zone - ECB 0.00

GERMANY -90 -92 -89 -117 -120 -114 -151 -154 -146 -181 -186 -179

JAPAN -27 -27 -26 -50 -52 -49 -89 -91 -88 -101 -106 -101 Japan - BoJ -0.10

U.K. -25 -23 -20 -47 -44 -39 -71 -68 -59 -88 -88 -76

Equities Mexico - Banxico 4.25

1 Day 1-mo

S&P/TSX 0.2 5.9 Australia - RBA 0.10

Dow 30 -0.2 2.0

S&P 500 -0.1 3.5 New Zealand - RBNZ 0.25

Nasdaq 0.5 7.4

DAX -0.3 1.0

FTSE 0.5 4.8

Nikkei -0.2 5.5 Canada - BoC Jan 20, 2021

Hang Seng -0.3 0.7

CAC 0.1 2.4 US - Fed Dec 16, 2020

Commodities

WTI Crude 3.2 13.6 England - BoE Dec 17, 2020

Natural Gas 5.4 -12.8

Gold 0.0 -1.6 Euro zone - ECB Dec 10, 2020

Silver -1.6 -4.1

CRB Index 1.6 5.1 Japan - BoJ Dec 18, 2020

Currencies

USDCAD 0.0 -2.4 Mexico - Banxico Dec 17, 2020

EURUSD 0.0 3.1

USDJPY -0.0 -1.1 Australia - RBA Feb 01, 2021

AUDUSD 0.0 3.5

GBPUSD 0.0 0.6 New Zealand - RBNZ Feb 23, 2021

USDCHF -0.0 -3.4
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